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I take pride in delivering world-class experience and professionalism to all my positions. Please read what
some of my colleagues and employers have said about me!
“Brett has provided consistent and excellent service since I have worked with him. He is detail
oriented and ethical in carrying out his responsibilities and duties.”
David Simard, President, Storm Properties, 2008

“I worked with Brett for two years at TelASIC Communications. Brett is a highly skilled and
experienced IT professional who consistently delivered a quality work product and service well
within budgetary considerations. Brett was highly regarded for asking incisive questions and
managing a company wide IT function that encompassed a wide array of hardware and software
configurations. Brett could always be counted on as a solid team player.”
John Lavalle, CFO, TelASIC Communications, 2008

“Brett in the many many years I have known him has proven himself an independent hard worker.
He is a driven individual who finds problems and creates the answers. His abilility to lead, motivate
and challenge people around him makes him an asset to any organization. Brett comes with my
highest recommendation and regard.”
Day Armelli, Advertising Director, Marc Glassman Inc, 2008

“Brett has exceptionally technical and practical knowledge in the field of IS & IT. He has developed
new techniques, procedures, practices and processes that have improved efficiency and productivity
within the company. I would highly recommend Brett.”
Connie B. Hobbs, Director of Sales & Marketing, Storm Western Development, 2008

"I had the pleasure of having Brett report to me in a dual capacity, viz., IT Manger and Facilities
Manager. In these capacities Brett was responsible for the day to day operation, maintenance and
upgrade of all the computer systems, servers and infrastructure for TelASIC. This included
Windows, Linux and Sun Solaris servers, workstations and PC’s. Brett performed his duties
efficiently and with great competence while directing his staff on mission critical projects. His
responsiveness was always excellent and was especially stellar during crisis situations.
I would recommend Brett highly to anyone looking to employ him and can state that he would make
a great addition to any company team."
Joseph E. Santilli, Director QRA, IT, Facilities, TelASIC Communications, 2006
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“I was involved in hiring Brett at TelASIC when I was a oversaw the company's finance function as
a consultant. Brett is knowledgeable and disciplined in both managing and performing IT
server/systems and helpdesk functions. But above all, Brett has a great attitude involving a strong
internal customer support mentality, effectively presenting IT issues as business tradeoffs for
decision-making, and focus on getting things done.”
Tim Driscoll, Independant Consultant, TelASIC Communications, 2006

"Mr. Schwab... saved our company time and money due to effective suggestions and ideas, far
beyond our initial requirements"
Mindy D. Weiss, President, The Natures Miracle People, 2001

"Brett has written countless progransthat have enabled us to market more effectively to our
customers. This in turn has allowed Davids & Royston to remain an effective and viable
company in our industry. The amount of business that would have been lost, if not for his
abilities, would have cost this this company thousands and thousands of dollars
Daniel J. Davids, President, Davids & Royston Bulb Company, 2001

"Brett has always demonstrated the highest degree of professionalisim and knowledge
concerning the installations, training, and most important to me 'support' of the systems we
purchased."
Gary J. Gill, Office and Credit Manager, Coastal Comfort Furniture Manufacturing, 2001

"I would recommend Mr. Schwab to any company looking for people with strong computer
knowledge, network experience and analytical ability."
Helen Prignano, Office Manager, Center for Holistic Health, 2001
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